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ABSTRACT

years. Since the inception of diffusion tensor imaging [1],
numerous methods have been introduced to unambigously re
solve the underlying ﬁber orientation(s) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The
overwhelming majority of such studies, with the exception of
[8], are based on the pulsed ﬁeld gradient (PFG) experiments
featuring a pair of gradient pulses introduced by Stejskal and
Tanner in mid 1960s [9]. In this experimental technique, the
incorporation of two gradient pulses into a standard pulse
sequence sensitizes the signal to diffusion. The MR signal
attenuation is then related to the mean apparent propagator,
a function that quantiﬁes the likelihood of displacements,
through a Fourier relationship.
Most recently, pulse sequences signiﬁcantly more compli
cated than the traditional PFG method of Stejskal and Tanner
have attracted interest from the community [10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16]. Among these approaches, rotating ﬁeld gradient
(RFG) MR [13, 14] is the one most relevant for neural con
nectivity studies.
An RFG “pulse” can be obtained by simultaneously ap
plying two oscillating gradients along perpendicular direc
tions with a 90◦ phase shift between them. Note that for an
RFG pulse, the special direction is the axis of rotation along
which sensitivity to diffusion is absent. Furthermore, several
such RFG pulses can be employed in succession to design
more sophisticated gradient waveforms with potentially in
teresting properties. For example, two RFG pulses with a 90◦
phase shift between them (see Figure 1), incorporated into a
traditional sequence, lead to rank-2 b-matrices. Several such
acquisitions can be performed, each with a different choice
for the axis of rotation, and the orientation associated with
the maximum signal coincides with that of least hindrance to
diffusion. Note that in the case of an orientationally heteroge
neous voxel, this effect will be present for all compartments
so that the resulting signal proﬁle can be considered to repre
sent the diffusion orientation distribution function (dODF).
In this work, we investigate the RFG response for differ
ent levels of diffusion sensitivity (b-values) and compare it

Rotating ﬁeld gradients (RFGs), generated by simultaneously
applying sine- and cosine-modulated gradient waveforms
along two perpendicular directions, provide an alternative
diffusion sensitization mechanism for magnetic resonance
imaging and spectroscopy. Two RFGs with a 90-degree
phase shift between them are applied around the 180-degree
RF pulse in a spin echo sequence to measure the diffusion ori
entation distribution function (dODF) directly. The technique
obviates transforming the data from a space reciprocal to
the displacement space. Here, we compare RFG results with
those obtained by two pulsed ﬁeld gradient (PFG) techniques:
q-ball imaging (QBI) and its extension to constant solid an
gles (CSA). Our results indicate that RFG provides more
accuracy than QBI, while the spurious peaks encountered
with the QBI-CSA approach are absent when the RFG-based
technique is used. These observations suggest the superior
performance of RFG-based methods for mapping the anatom
ical connections within the nervous system.
Index Terms— MRI, diffusion, anisotropy, connectome,
connectivity, tractography, orientation, RFG, rotating, mi
crostructure, white-matter
1. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
currently the only noninvasive method that makes it possible
to map the orientations of ﬁbrous tissues like muscle and
white-matter in the central nervous system. Interest in em
ploying diffusion MRI to map the major connections within
the human cerebral network has grown rapidly in recent
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Fig. 1. First two rows: An RFG “pulse” involves two oscillat
ing waveforms with a 90◦ phase shift applied simultaneously
along two perpendicular directions. Our sequence involves
two such pulses with a 90◦ phase shift. Bottom row: The
magnitude proﬁle of the RFG pulse sequence is identical to
that of the traditional Stejskal-Tanner pulse sequence.
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with PFG-based methods of q-ball imaging (QBI) [2] and its
extension to constant solid angles (CSA) [6].
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2. THEORY
For the sake of brevity, we shall consider the case in which
the rotation takes place on the xy-plane. Suppose that the
voxel contains N differently oriented anisotropic, Gaussian
compartments with no exchange between them. The signal
obtained for this system is given by the expression
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Fig. 2. Diffusion ODFs simulated for a two-compartment sys
tem with a 60◦ crossing angle. Different columns represent
different techniques. For the PFG-based methods, we em
ployed the spherical harmonic representation of the dODFs
up to a maximum order of lmax = 8. To make the com
parison meaningful, we also present the same order spheri
cal harmonic representation of the RFG signal though this is
not necessary in general. The “raw” RFG signal proﬁles are
shown in the rightmost column.

where fn is the fraction of the signal for the nth compart
(n)
ment, with the diffusion tensor D(n) , and b : D(n) = bij Dij
where Einstein summation convention is employed. Here, bij
is fully determined by the pulse sequence. For the RFG pulse
sequence described above,
bij = 4π

(γG)2
(δix δjx + δiy δjy ) ,
ω3

(2)

where γ denotes the gyromagnetic ratio, ω is the angular fre
quency of rotation, G is the gradient magnitude, and δ is the
Kronecker delta. The signal attenuation from this N compart
ment system is given by
)]
(γG)2 ( (n)
(n)
.
Dxx + Dyy
E (b) =
fn exp −4π
ω3
n=1
N

The above arguments and the associated expressions can
easily be generalized to the case of an arbitrary axis of ro
tation. Such a generalization is necessary as we are primar
ily interested in protocols that involve repetitions of the scans
with many different axes of rotation akin to the high angular
resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) acquisitions [17] for
the case of traditional PFG methods.

[

(3)

Let’s examine the contribution of the nth compartment to the
expression above. This contribution assumes its maximum
value when the rotation takes place along the plane perpendic
ular to the principal eigenvector of the compartment’s diffu
sion tensor. E(b) is then given by a sum of such contributions
weighted by each compartment’s signal fraction.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed simulations on multi-compartmental systems
comprising differently oriented ﬁber populations. Each com
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Fig. 3. First three panels: The ﬁber directions (ground truth values: 10◦ and 70◦ ) and crossing angles (ground truth value: 60◦ )
as estimated by the QBI, QBI-CSA, and RFG methods for different b-values. Last panel: Dependence of the estimates of the
crossing angle for all three methods plotted against the b-value.
partment was characterized by a diffusion tensor whose trace
was taken to be 3 × 10−3 mm2/s, and the eigenvalues had
the ratio 10:1:1. To assess the quality of the orientational in
formation provided by the RFG sequence, we focused exclu
sively on the inherent orientational information without much
consideration to acquisition-related concepts such as the sig
nal to noise ratio.
In Figure 2, the simulated dODF proﬁles for different
imaging techniques are shown for various b-values. The
PFG-based results are given in the ﬁrst two columns. In the
ﬁrst case, we show the QBI [2] results obtained using its
analytical formulation [5] that employs a series of spheri
cal harmonics up to order lmax = 8. This choice for lmax
is common in techniques that employ spherical harmonics
when sufﬁcient angular resolution is available in the acquired
data [4]. The second column represents the same for its
CSA-variant [6]. The blue proﬁles represent the RFG-based
results. The rightmost column provides the RFG signal with
out any manipulation, while the preceding column illustrates
its representation in terms of a series of spherical harmonics
up to the order lmax = 8 for comparison purposes.
Clearly, the response functions get sharper as the b-value
is increased. The proﬁles obtained via QBI suffer from lim
ited angular resolution even in moderate b-values. The sharp
ness provided by QBI-CSA and RFG methods follow a very

similar pattern. However, note that the proﬁles obtained via
the PFG methods suffer from spurious peaks while the RFG
signal proﬁles are virtually free of such artifacts. It should be
noted that the sharpness of the proﬁles revealed by the signal
values in the last column could be problematic if the angular
resolution is limited. Further, the absence of a representation
via spherical harmonics could lead to inaccuracies in the pres
ence of noise.
To quantitate the angular accuracy obtained by the three
methods, we computed the peaks of the dODF proﬁles. The
ﬁrst three panels of Figure 3 show the largest two signal peaks
for the PFG-based and RFG methods. The ground truth ﬁber
angles are 10◦ and 70◦ , thus the ground truth crossing angle
is 60◦ . Note that QBI doesn’t yield the correct values even at
b=6,500 s/mm2 . The last panel of this ﬁgure includes the esti
mates of the crossing angle for all three methods. Future work
will address the conﬁdence intervals associated with these
estimates and assess the sensitivity of the results to diffeent
crossing angles.
According to these results in Figures 2 and 3, the best
performing technique is RFG followed closely by the CSA
method. These observations, lack of spurious peaks in RFG,
and the ease with which the technique can be implemented
in clinical scanners [14] indicate that RFG MR could be the
method of choice in unraveling the complexity of ﬁbrous tis
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sues for connectivity studies.

“Mean apparent propagator (MAP) MRI: a novel dif
fusion imaging method for mapping tissue microstruc
ture,” NeuroImage, vol. 78, pp. 16–32, 2013.

4. CONCLUSION
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The RFG pulse sequence provides one with the ability to mea
sure the dODF directly, obviating the need to transform the
signal into a more meaningful function as is done in PFGbased methods. Unlike traditional PFG measurements whose
b-matrices are of rank 1, the b-matrix calculated for our se
quence has rank 2. As such, diffusion is measured isotropi
cally on the plane of rotation. The QBI technique, in essence,
attempts to perform the same operation in the post-processing
step by averaging the signal values that reside on a great cir
cle and assigning this average value to the circle’s axis. The
superior features of the RFG response make it a plausible can
didate for next generation connectivity studies. The RFG ap
proach has the potential to offer higher accuracy, fewer arti
facts, and removes the dependence of the result on the choice
of the estimation technique.
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